by these two authors and argued for their complementarities, emphasizing the mutual esteem of the authors. Yet, Bucciantini also stressed their different philosophical approaches: "The Galilean project to found a Copernican science of motion was, from the beginning, in opposition and concurrence to Kepler's new celestial dynamics. [. . .] Hence derive two different manners to be modern, that is to say, to be philosophers and scientists who supported Copernicus's views [. . .] ."1 In the following I will highlight the epistemological premises of these two approaches, mainly focusing on Mysterium and Sidereus nuncius. This treatment, especially if compared with chapter two, will make clear the different philosophical framework that emerged in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries and paved the way for the natural investigations and visionary worldviews of the Baroque. As Robert Westman pointed out in The Copernican Question, the passage from Kepler's and Galileo's generation to that of Descartes and his successors was marked by a shift from a discussion on planetary models and their physical justification to natural philosophy, that is, philosophical attempts at embedding astronomical issues in mechanical conceptions of nature and at deriving planetary models from the most general principles of nature.2
1
Mästlin's a posteriori Astronomy I would start from the University of Tübingen, around which, for a long time in the late sixteenth century, the work of two convinced champions of Copernicus's heliocentrism gravitated: Michael Mästlin and his pupil Kepler. It has already been remarked in studies on Renaissance astronomy that Mästlin's publications show a sharp divergence between his research and his teaching activities with regard to the acceptance of the heliocentric cosmology. In the works directed to a learned readership of specialists, he praised the hypotheses of Copernicus, while in his books destined for teaching he maintained a strictly Ptolemaic approach. Considering, for instance, the Epitome astronomiae (Summary of Astronomy), first published in 1582 (but with many reprints and several new editions), one is struck by the elementary nature of the exposition.3 However, this was a text with a pedagogical intent, based on the model of Sacrobosco. The Earth was presented as the center of the world
